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also the feminine spirit in men

he has given recognition to the feminine energy in this world

the creative…the womb of life

you have to be mad

because sannyas is not of this body only

it is not this body this mind and you

your sannyas is a mystery beyond mysteries

it is connecting you to the divine universe

this whole universe has so many spiritual seekers in the sky

a cloud full of dreams and seekers

your sannyas connects you 

to all those beautiful seekers in the universe

your sannyas connects you to all the buddhas

to all the beings of light who are seeking

in the past…

in the present…

and in the future…

you are connected to this whole mass of truth

it is a vast experience

and this body will fall but that sannyas…

that remembrance of your being…will remain

and the day you will reach home

you will realize millions of angels are singing your welcome

you are connected to all those beautiful individuals 

who are searching the truth

and i mean all

whether they are christians…

whether they are muslims…

whether they are hindus…

whether they are buddhist…

truth is truth

sannyas is learning to love yourself

is trusting your inner voice

sannyas is a deep inner trust with existence

you have made a conscious decision

that now i will connect to the whole

i will not isolate myself from the whole

that this is my home

and my sannyas is going to take me back home

the mala is a remembrance of yourself

and a great gift given to us by a master

an enlightened compassionate buddha

who has accepted each individual perfectly the way he is

no master has accepted women so openly

with so much grace and beauty

all the religions of the world denied sannyas for women 

even today !

twentieth century !

buddhists do not accept sannyas for women 

hindus do not accept sannyas for women

why women have been denied sannyas ?

osho is the greatest master ever

not only he accepted women…he has loved them

he has raised them where they belong 

he has created a new universe for women

his sannyas is extraordinary

it is a yes to women

an absolute yes to women !

here is a man who has accepted you totally

and shown the beauty of the feminine spirit

i do not only mean woman as a woman physically
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